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New Mexico Center/University of New Mexico Group

FY93 Report for LANL Task Order #78

Tile UNM group inchtdes: Facttlty _lichael Gold..John l_latthews and Sally Sei-
del. Research Associat,es Nicola Bacchetta. _[ark Frautschi and Tim Thonlas. Engi-
neer Martin Hoeferkamp. and students Nicki Brunet. Gary Condon. Roll MangineU,
Donna Skinner. Shannon Wells. and Douglas _lcDonald.

I. CDF Program at the University of New Mexico

CDF provides an ,rI)portunitv to test the Standard Model and search for new
phenomena at the highest available ceuter of mass energies. Tht_s, the CDF exper-
iment, en_phasizes the study of high Pt phenomena. Tile most important, goal is to
verify the Standard Model prediction of a sixth flavor, tile top quark. £'DF has
searched in the dilepton channel for top decays in approximately 21.4 pb -1 of data
collected in the Tevat,ron 1.9.92/.93Run la. Combined with dat,a from the 1988/89
run, CDF has set a prelinfinary limit of ,lit > 113 GeV/c _ at 9.5% confidence level.
In addition, CDF has searched for physics beyond the Standard Model in high pt
event,s. These studies include searches for additional gauge bosons (IV', Z'), super-

- symmetry, and other exotic particles, as well as evidence of substructure in quarks
and leptons. For example, recent preliminary searches with Run la data exclude a
Z' with mass less then 495 GeV/c 2 and an excited quark with mass between .90 and
570 GeV/c 2 .

To carry out an aggressive progranl. ('DF has implenlented a number of detector
upgrades. These include: the SVX silicon vertex detector for Run la, the SVX' for
the upcoming Run lb, and the SVX Ii for Run 2 in ~ 1.9.97.These are all detector
responsibilities of tile New hlexico Center/UNM group.

I A. SVX II- Detectors:

Central to the design of tile S\'X II is the use of double-sided silicon microstrip
- detectors with orthogonal readout on n- and p-sides. These devices are still evolving

technologically. Consequent,ly significaut effort is needed by physicists to evaluate
their fundamental elect,rical properties and work closely with vendors to achieve a
working design. The CDF SVX II Df'sigll f',r,,,ip has ,h'sig,ate, I file New .Xl,.xi,',,
group as leaflets in t,he effort to specii_v the parameters of the SVX I1 silicon m_-
crostrip detectors by working with vendors and studying the electrical characteristics
of prototype devices.

The 1993 detectcr research program at the University of New _lexico proceeded
along five simultaneous paths. The tirst involved acquisition of functional detectors.
roughly sinfilar to those we expect to use. which were rejected I)3"other experiments

• for minor failures. Evaluating their characteristics allows us to compare different
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technologies and to learn techniques necessary for un,lt, r,_tanding our own proto-
types. The second path involved specifyiug our own S\.:X 11prototypes. The third
project involved setting up and using a probe station and peril)heral equipment to
tnake capacitance and resistance nleasure_neuts of tmnlotmted detectors. The fourth
program concerned preparations for studying the resolutiou and charge collection
properties of the devices. T!,_efifth project is evaluation of the devices' response to
radiation sinfilar to what will be encountered in a Tevatron environment.

I A. SVX II- Data Acquisition:

A number of considerations make the SVX II detector read-out a challenging
techlfical problem. First and foremost is speed: In order to accommodate a fast,
displaced-vertex trigger, the detector m_lst I)e read-out in no more then 3 itsec. Thus,
the SVXII front-end IC chip is being designed to read out the data on each edge of a
clock r_mning at 53Mhz. The second consideration is the large number of channels:
The detector will require over 2000 frout-end chips. A third major consideration
is the need to keep the total amount of material in the cabling to a minimum to
reduce the effects of photon conversions and multiple Coulomb scattering. Finally,
there are a large number of additional design considerations that must be taken into
account in the final design, such as linfiting electronic noise and channel cross talk,
providing low noise IC chip power, and r..finimizing electronic power on the front
end.

At UNM we are studying cabling options usiug electrical cables. The front end
IC chips will be mounted on flexible hybrid cables. To connect from these, we ave
designing flexible, copper on polyimide, microstrip cables. The geometry of these
cables is a set of narrow (.5 rail) traces on a fine (l() rail) pitch over a ground plane.
The ground plane serves to reduce cross talk and E_II. These cables are very low
mass and capable of carrying a high density of data lines. They are easily connected
to the flexible hybrid cables. It is also possible to integrate the IC, power lines
directly into the same cable.

In order to measure cable impedances, attenuation, and rise-times, we have
obtained a fast (100 ps) rise-time pulser (Stanford Research Systems DG.53.5 with
fast transition time modules on loan from Sandia Laboratories). We have done

impedance, attenuation, and risetime meas,lrements on x'ario,ls cal_les.

II. SDC Program at the University of New Mexico

II A. Rad'iation Damage Studies in Silicon Detectors:

A radiation run was carried out ill the HRS high intensity proton beam at
LAMPF in September 1992. The UNNI group participated in the setup and data
run, and supplied the online data monitoring sy'stem. Fifteen photodiodes, supplied
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by UNM for the study of bttlk tlattlage itt silicon, were expensed t.o prototl flltxes
betw_.n ,,_ 3 x 101a/cm '2 and _., l0 × 10ta/cm 2. Following the radiation rttn. the
photodiodes were returned to UN_[ for the study of long term a nnealillg. Tenl-
perature controlled chantlmrs were prel,al'f'tl Io atol'e the i_hotodiodes at 0-degrees
(', t'oom temperature. 35-degrees (.' and 50-degrees ('. Otll' measttrenlents find that
short term anuealing reduces the effective silicon dopant concetltration, but that at
longer times there is anti-antieolit_g and the effective dopant concentration (resulting
from radia.tion da,,mge) increases to l)ossibly u,laccel)tabie levels. The photodiode
data have been analyzed assuming a simple (experiential) ti,ne dependance. We
find that the anti-a,meali,ig time constant (tau) is consistent with an exponential
dependatlce on detect.or te,nperature: tau decreases from approximately 7000 days
at 0-degrees O to 5 days at .50.degrees ('. Thus the need t.o increase the depletion
voltage of irradiated detectors to tmpleasatltly large values cau be avoMed if the
detectors are kept cold.

II B. KEK Beam Test of SDC Double Sided Silicon Detectors:

Prototype Dot tble Sided Silicon Detectors (DSSD) for the SD(' experiment have
been produced by Hamamatsu. The resolutiotl and overall l)erformatlce of these
detectors is being studied usiug 2-4 GeV/c pion test beams at KEK. The UNM
group, in consultation with engineers ill the P2 and MEE-12 groups at LANL,
designed the support and alignment s,'stem for the SD£' silicou strip beam test at
KEK. The support is compact and magnetical[," inert as it is located in the center of
a 1.0 Tesla magnetic fieM. The suppo,'t holds three (to five) silicon strip detectors
with a precision of < 2.5 microns. It ,nust be stable in time at the few micron level.
aud nlust provide two linear at,d two ,'otational motions. The SUpl)ort.and aligtmlent
system was built in the mechanical shop at UNI_[ and delivered to KEK in time to
be fttlly integrated into the T280 check-out ]_eam teat. in December 1992. The first.
real data taking run for T280 was in _larch l.t)_J3.The initial values of the detector
resolution have been measured as a function of detector orientation in the magnetic
fields of 0 Tesla and 1 Tesla. The resolutions on both p-strip and n-strip sMes of
the DSSD are < 14um as expected for .'_0unlstrip pitch.

II C. SDC silicon module testing program:

The IrNh[Rronpi,qfocnsirtion ,I,'v,"h,l,irltl_h_cal,al,illtvtot,o_tatl,lv,,rifvtl_o

correct electronic functioning of the SD(_'forward silicon disk subasset_dJlies. '[his is
a natural responsibility for UNM based on our proximity to LANL. The initial UNM
goal is the development and prototyping of the DC low voltage aud high voltage
power supply system including monitoring and safe voltage control. In addition to
progress in defining the test hardware. UNM has worked with the Pisa group to
prepare the Design Sp,cificotion for the entire SD( ! silicon tracking system Power
Supply System (PSS).
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UNM Publications FY93:

1. Temperature Dependence of Radiation Damaye attd Its ..|nne.alin9 in Silicon
Detectors. H.-J. Ziock et al, IEEE Nucl. Sci. Symposiut:t. Orlando, Florida,
October 27-31 (1992).

2. ,4 3leasurent¢nt of Jet .b'hapts in pp C'ollisions at _ = 1.8 Tel; F. Abe et
al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 70. 7t3 (199:1).

3. Comparison of Jet Production i, pp Collisions at _ = 546 and 1800 Gel',
F. Abe et al.. Phys. Rev. Left. 70.1.376, (1.99:1).

4. S_arcb for As _ .I/_',\ ° in pp Collisions at _ = 1.8 TeI', F. Abe et _,1.,Phys.
Rev. D 47. R2639 (1993).

5. Measurement of the Dijet Mass Distribution I'P Collisions at _ = 1.8 Tel,
F. Abe. et al, FERMILAB-PUB-93-017-E. Feb 1993. 32pp, Submitted to
Phys.Rev.D

6. The Center-of-Mass Angular Distribution of Prompt Photons Produced in pp
Collisions at _ = 1.8 Te I" F. Abe. et al.. FERMILAB-PUB-93-032-E, Mar
1993. [Spp, Submitted to Phys.Rev.Lett.

7. ,lleasuren_ent of Jet Multiplicity in ||" Events Produced in p': Collisio,s at
= 1.8 Tel'. F. Abe, et al. FERMILAB-PUB-93-063-E, Apr t993. 1-Lpp.

Submitted to Phys.Rev.Lett.

8..4 Search for First Generation Leptoquarks in p_ Collisions at _ = 1.8 Tel;
F. Abe. et al, FERMILAB-PUB-93-070-E. Apt 1993. 20pp

9. Measurement of the Bottom Quark Production Cross-Section using Semilep-
tonic Decay Electrons in pp Collisions at x/'_,_; = 1.8 Tel', F. Abe. et al,
FERMILAB-PUB-93-091-E/ANL-HEP-PR-93-3. Apr 1.9.93, 18pp, Submitted
to Phys.Rev.Lett.

i0. Inclusive \e and B Quark Production in 1_ Collisions at _ = 1.8 Tel" F.
Abe. at, al. FERMIL,\B-PT'TI-!)3-1OC,-E. Nla3"1!_!).3.If;pp. S,_l,_itto, I to l'l_v_.
Rev.Lett.

11. ,lIeasurement of Drell- Yan Electron and .lluon Pair D(fferential Cros_-Sections

in pl3 Collisions at _ = 1.8 Tel" F. Abe. et al. FERMILAB-PUB-93-133-E,
t I , ,,Jtm 199:1. 19pp, Su)nutted to Phys. Rex'. D

12. Obserration of the Decay B° --/..1/_,'0 in t'r' Collisions at _ = 1.8 Tc I" F.
Abe. et al. FERMILAB-PUB-93-141-E..lun 199.3. 12pp. Submitted to Phys.
Rex'. Lett,.
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13. Measurement of Bottom Quark Production i, 1.8 T_ I" 1_ Colli, ions _:._i_t_j
Semi-leptonic Decay 3[uo,s. F. Abe. et al. FER_IILAB-PUB-93-14.5-E, Jt_n
1993. 14pp, Submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.

11. Search for Quark ('ompositeness. .4.rigluons. and H_ary Particles Using the
Dijet lnrariant Mass Spectrum Obsert'ed in p_ Collisions, F. Abe, et al,
FERMILAB-PUB-93-151-E, Jun 1.99:!,19pp. Subnfitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.

15. Measurement of the ,4rerage Lifetime of B Hadrons Produced in pp Collisions
at _ = 1.8 Te I: F. Abe. et al. FERMILAB-PUB-9:I-158-E, .lun 199:1.19pp,
Submitted frOPhys. Rev. Lett.

16. Electrical Performance of the ('DF Silicon l'erte.r Detector. D. Amidei, et
a l, CDF note 2168, 23pp. Sttbmitted to the Proceedings of the International
Symposiunl on the Developmeut aud Application of Semiconductor Tracking
Detectors. [tiroshima. Japan. _Iay 22. 199:1.

17. Radiation Damage Study for the SDC Silicon Microstrip Detector, H.J. Ziock,
et al, Submitted to the Proceedings of the htternatioual Symposium on the De-
velopmeut and Application of Senficonductor Tracking Detectors, Itiroshima,
Japan, May 22, 1993.

UNM Reports FY93:

1. SI'XH t'pgrade Proposal and Simulation Study. N. Bacchetta et al, CDF note
1922. January 12. 1993.

2. Electrical Assembly and Testing of Sl'X Ladder Modules. C. Ilaber, et al, CDF
note 16:16, February 16, 199:!.

3. Status of Radiation Damage to the SI'X. D. Amidei. et al, CDF note 2061.
April 29, 1993.

4. Specifications for SI'X H Double-.lhtal ,llicrostrip Detector Prototypes. S. Sei-
del. CDF note 2030. N[ay 13. I!).q:l.

5. ,4 modern l_llE-based D,.IQ tcith optio,al (_"A,IL-tC: 117_atu,e prefer and bou,
(t'e got there, T.L. Thomas. June 2. 19!):!.

6. Radiation Damage Issues for SI'X IL J. _Iatthews. SVX II note. July 13,
1993.

7. SI'XH Implications fl'om ('LEO 11 Double Sided Detector Measurements, J.
_latthews, CDF note 2184, July 2:!. t.9!:t3.
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8. Cabling Optior_s foe" ,5'l'.V H, _I. Gold. S\'X II note. July 30, 1993.

9. SI.'A:_IM." ,4 Fast Tracking ,'_'imolation for ,5'IL'i-IL l_I. Gold and .l. l_[atthews,
CDF note 2194, August 1993.

10. To,yet Design Specification for the Pou'_r Supply. Monitor and ControI System
for the silicon tracker fi'ont-end electronics. LED. and detector bias voltage, R.
Amendolia, et al, August 18. 199:1.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Governmentnor any agency thereof, norany of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completenesc, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its '_se would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer.
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Governmentor any agency thereof.
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